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“This process of artificial evolution…
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This paper outlines an undergraduate research project demonstrating an application
of evolutionary computation in the context of computer art. The project, named
GAUGUIN, combines the visual impact of modern computer graphics with the
computational power of genetic algorithms. GAUGUIN allows the user to become a
creator of art, without requiring any technical or artistic training. By using an
intuitive and easily comprehensible process like evolution to create the composition,
the user simply needs to evaluate a sequence of compositions. Mimicking the
biological process of evolution, the system will evolve the works in order to achieve
images that are more visually appealing to the user.
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1.1

Motivation
For the most part, computer-based fine art is a highly refined production by a
professional artist. While the user’s experience of this work of computer art may be
interactive, he rarely gets a chance to participate in the creative process itself. If one
wishes to create, there are many excellent tools available. Applications like Maya,
Photoshop, or even programmatical systems like POV-Ray allow for the creation of
stunning images. However, these tools require a high degree of either technical
sophistication, artistic training, or in many cases, both. It is rare that one sees an
application aimed at empowering the average computer user to create visual art
without requiring him to learn a complicated control mechanism.
Genetic algorithms are a powerful computational tool for a wide variety of
applications. Any search problem can be solved using genetic algorithms provided
that it meets a few very basic criteria. Most importantly, they can be used even when
the problem cannot be expressed mathematically, as is the case with the visual arts.
Another advantage of evolutionary computation is that it operates based on easily
comprehensible principles distinct from the realm of computer science. Every high
school graduate understands the fundamental principles of evolution, which makes
them able to use an evolutionary system like GAUGUIN without the need for
extensive training.

1.2

System Overview
Drawing on the Suprematist style, GAUGUIN creates a population of
compositions that consist of abstract geometric shapes with a narrow range of colors
specified by the user. Using OpenGL, these images are displayed on screen and
presented to the viewer with the ability to rotate them to view them from any angle.
The user scores each image in an initial population, according to their relative visual
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attractiveness.
activeness. These scores are fed into a genetic algorithm package called the
Genetic Algorithm Utility Library, or GAUL, which performs a number of
optimization operations to create a se
second
cond generation of compositions. Each
successive generation of images should be more in line with the user’s preferences
about the previous generation. This process is repeated until the user is satisfied with
what he has created.

1.3

Project Goals
The
he aim of this project is to present the user with a simple means of producing art
that is aesthetically pleasing to them
them—regardless
regardless of their previous technical and
artistic training. The user only needs to decide how positively he or she responds to
the “solutions” proposed by the system.
While each person has a different idea of what constitutes an attractive image,
allowing too much variety would make it difficult for the user to effectively compare
the images the system presents to them. The intuition for this is that it is much
easier to be critical of differences between two similar objects than two objects than
have nothing in common.
To limit the range of outcomes without compromising artistic integrity, solutions
s
are (very) loosely based on an established style of art called Suprematism. Led by
Kasimir Malevich (see Figure 1), this Russian avant-garde
movement from th
the early 20th century is highly
geometric, and thus well-suited for simple computer
graphics. A secondary goal of this project was translating
the Suprematist style from canvas into three
three-dimensional
computer graphics
graphics.
Figure 1- Self Portrait in
Two Dimensions,
Dimensions 1915
3

1.4

Paper Outline
This paper outlines the major elements that went into the creation of a system for
Generating Art Using Genetic Algorithms and User Input Naturally, or GAUGUIN.
This research section attempts to survey the field of evolutionary art, and describe the
influences previous works in the field had on the development of this project. It also
introduces key terms and concepts that are critical to understanding how
GAUGUIN accomplishes its objectives. The next section describes some of the
initial ventures undertaken by the author during the first semester of work on
GUAGUIN. These two sections lead into a discussion of the final system design and
implementation, with commentary on the rationale behind various design decisions.
The outcome of the project is then analyzed, its successes and failure both in terms of
the project goals, and a broader perspective on the intersection of computer science
and art. Finally, this paper delves into some additions and modifications to
GAUGUIN that could enhance its functionality.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

A great deal of research has been done in the fields of evolutionary computation,
computer art, and their intersection, evolutionary art. This last is a relatively new
field, achieving its first real successes in the in the late 1980’s, but rising in
prominence very quickly thereafter. Despite its relative youth, the literature boasts a
number of significant works. This chapter will attempt to survey just a few of these,
as well as their relevance to this project. Additionally, it will introduce the fields of
three-dimensional graphics and genetic algorithms, with a concise overview of the
major topics within them. A rudimentary knowledge of these fields is necessary for
understanding and appreciating many of the decisions that went into GAUGUIN’s
design and implementation. However, the program is structured such that the enduser need have no aptitude in either field; the only real requirement is a basic
understanding of the principles of evolution,
5

2.1

Computer Art

2.1.1 DEFINITIONS

A logical starting point for a computer art project might be to define what exactly
“computer art” is. However, a prerequisite for this would be a strong definition of
art itself, which quickly becomes philosophical. Plato and Aristotle both considered
this a very important question, and touched on it in their major works. However,
for the purposes of this project, it should suffice to describe some general properties
that works of art have in common.
All art has purpose, some motivation the creator had for creating it, instead of
doing something else. This ranges from the desire to create something aesthetically
pleasing to a means of transmitting a scathing social commentary. Two broad
elements make up a work of art- form and content. Roughly, the form is everything
about the way in which the content is transmitted to the audience. This is not to
downplay the role of form as simply a choice between transmission media. Like the
content itself, the form affects the way we interpret the work. For example, there is a
significant difference in the way we view website as compared to an oil painting. The
second component, the content, is whatever the artist conveys, intentionally or
unintentionally, to the viewer by his or her work. This includes the subject matter,
the actual colors and lines, as well as the underlying meaning of the work.
Since this project is strictly focused on visual art utilizing computers, a few
additional properties can tighten the definition. The work must be transmitted
visually, and must use a computer in either the creation or presentation. In general,
it is possible to say that there are two main ways of creating an image. King refers to
these as “arbitrary and algorithmic synthesis from primitives (King, 1995). All
graphics are created from primitives, whether they are pixels or more advanced
shapes. With arbitrary synthesis, the system has no control over the primitives; they
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are controlled by the artist at design time. With algorithmic synthesis, the artists give
up some control, which is transferred either to the computer or an end-user. This is
an important distinction, one that differentiates works created using tools like Maya
and Photoshop from those created using programming languages. That is, the
output of a program with arbitrary synthesis is static, a rendered image. The output
from a program with algorithmic synthesis can be different every time the program is
run because of input. This project focuses solely on the latter form.
2.1.2 ART AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS

The field of computer graphics is fast-paced, with millions of dollars being spent
each year in cutting edge research. The Association for Computing Machinery has a
Special Interest Group dedicated solely to the topic of graphics. As interest in this
field grows, so does the number of people who consider themselves computer artists.
This observation is not meant in any disparaging way, but simply points out that
there is a wide spectrum of ability within the field. “Computer artists" can range
from hobbyist programmers with a creative side to professional artists harnessing the
power of technology for the first time, and many of them are doing fascinating work.
While national academies and professional societies determined who the big names
were in the art world in the past, works by todays most established artists are typically
shown in galleries and museums. 010101: Art in Technological Times at the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art exhibits works by established professional artist,
and is an excellent place to get a sample of the diversity among the current generation
of computer artists. The exhibit offers both a virtual gallery of online projects as well
as physical installations at the museum itself.
As a brief example, one fairly typical web project is Mark Napier's The Shredder
(Napier, 2001). The artist's statement says that this project intends to "reveal the
hierarchy and order established by code." The user is able to input a URL into the
7

tool, which then displays the content of the page symbolically in a dazzling array of
colored shapes and graphs. While the concept and execution of the work itself is
interesting, the most striking feature is the artist’s decision to use the web browser as
a medium for serious art. By using the web as their distribution format, artists can
reach millions more people than would ever see their work in a gallery. On the other
hand, they limit themselves to what current browser technology is able to display,
and lose a certain amount of control over how the work is displayed.

2.1.3 EV OLUTIONARY AR T

Evolutionary art is a fairly recent development within the realm of computer
science. A subset of computer art, evolutionary art harnesses the power of
evolutionary systems to create images. One of the pioneers in this field was Richard
Dawkins, with his landmark publication The Blind Watchmaker (Dawkins, 1986).
This book presents an explanation and defense of the theory of evolution by natural
selection. In it, he also presents results from his “Biomorphs” program. These are
two-dimensional line segments that form trees, based on a fixed number of “genes”
that are used as parameters to control the branches. This was a seminal work in that
it allowed a user to control the evolution, often resulting in realistic shapes that
arguably harbored artistic intent. Prior to this, the accessibility of real-time graphics
hindered the development of evolutionary art, as the graphical component is critical
for enabling user feedback (Rowbottom, 1999). Dawkins’ work sparked a wave of
interest in the field of evolutionary art, as it demonstrated for the first time the
applicability of evolutionary programming to computer art. One of the first major
papers in the field was Sims’ Artificial Evolution for Computer Graphics. In it, he
describes how “evolutionary techniques of variation and selection can be used to
create complex simulated structures, textures, and motions, for use in computer
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graphics and animation” (Sims, 1991). He demonstrates two implementations of
evolutionary art, one creating 3D plant structures, and the other using symbolic
expressions as genotypes. The first project grows three-dimensional plants using
parameters that describe a number of features such as branch factors and scaling.
Although the final product is textured and shaded, this facet is not subject to
evolution due to the computational intensity, and the state of graphics hardware in
1991. The second project seeks to “extend the genetic space beyond its original
definition” by inserting functions into the genotype instead of simple numeric values.
He uses LISP functions to evolve equations for calculating color for each pixel, and
by doing so creates more complex and dynamic compositions.
Sims observed two different approaches to user selection, one in which the user has
a goal in mind and selects samples to reach that goal, and another in which the user
follows interesting samples as they appear. While Sims’ two projects differ in their
approach to parameterizing the “solution” space, both use a common evolutionary
strategy of mutation and crossover to breed new results.
One of the largest and most frequently referenced works in the literature is the
work of Stephen Todd and William Latham (Todd & Latham, Evolutionary Art and
Computers, 1992). Latham was a trained artist, up and coming in the art world. He
was appointed a Research Fellow at IBM, where he met Todd, who was a graphics
researcher there. They began working together in 1987, and published their results
in 1992. In that book, they describe a program called Mutator, which builds on the
work of Latham and Dawkins. Latham had developed a system called FormSynth,
where he applies transformations to geometric shapes using pencil and paper. The
transformations are built on a set of rules, and become exceedingly complex as the
trees grow. This was ideally suited for use on a computer, and forms the basis of
their work. Mutator provides two ways for an artist to “explore form space,” as
Latham puts it. Groups of structures are divided into families, based on similar
9

attributes. The artist can then manually connect different genes based on analytical
reasoning. For example, he can add a “bend” gene to the “horn” family, and produce
a spectrum of results. A second way of interacting with the program is to use what
they refer to as “subjective search”. In this mode, the artist is not allowed to make
explicit changes. He selects his favorite specimen from a “frame” consisting of nine
forms, and its genes are stored in a gene bank. It is then mutated eight times to
create the next frame. This evolutionary strategy is commonly called “mutating”,
and is somewhat less effective than “breeder” systems that also use recombination
(Rowbottom, 1999). Despite this, Mutator is an extremely impressive program, and
creates visually stunning images, even given the limited graphical capabilities of the
hardware available at the time.
One interesting modern example of evolutionary art harnesses the power of social
networking on the Internet. Dreamzone (www.dreamzone.com) allows users to
create an image with a simple Paintbrush-style interface based on an objective like
“winter scene” or “sand castle.” Once a work is created, it is submitted for review to
the Dreamzone community. The image is then editable by community members
subject to restrictions. Only 15% of the image can be modified at a time, ensuring
continuity among images of the same generation. The fitness function in this
evolutionary system is the large number of visitors to the Dreamzone.com website.
Viewers vote on each image, and high scoring versions are advanced to be the parents
of the next generation. This is of particular interest because it uses human input as
the fitness function, but relieves some of the tedium of manual scoring by
distributing the work among a large number of users. However, this has the
downside of not allowing for a consistent style, so final works are not likely to be
especially pleasing to any one individual. Additionally, the distribution format as a
Java applet greatly restricts the quality of the final product. At the time of writing,
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all images are simple 24 color bitmaps, with a single brushstroke, and lack any sort of
artistic sophistication.

2.2

Graphics
Since this project is highly graphical in nature, an important design decision
involved choosing which graphics library to work with. Two main competitors exist
in this arena, namely DirectX and OpenGL. Produced by Microsoft, DirectX was
originally designed to give programmers more direct access to video hardware. By
contrast, OpenGL was designed as a rendering system that did not necessarily require
3D acceleration. However, the interfaces of both are becoming very similar as
hardware becomes increasingly tailored to the common functions used by
programmers (Astle, 2002). Today, both systems are in widespread use among
professional graphics applications.
This project uses OpenGL, for two main reasons. DirectX is not portable to UNIX
systems, which would make the final product more difficult to distribute. Most
importantly, OpenGL is generally considered easier to use, and has a wider base of
community support. While capable of highly advanced three-dimensional graphics,
OpenGL has at its core a simple set of specifications that permits novice graphics
programmers to create with ease. Additionally, a number of libraries like GLU and
GLUT extend that functionality by providing simplified interfaces for advanced
graphics like quadrics and texture-mapping.
Having established the API this project would be based on, it was necessary to learn
more about its potential, as well as how to use it. An excellent resource during this
phase was the series of tutorials at Neon Helium (Molofee, 2007). Working through
the first dozen tutorials provided a good sense for how an OpenGL program was
11

constructed. At the same time, the more advanced tutorials showed what was
possible with advanced skills such as blending, texture mapping, creating 3D shapes,
and creating text.

2.3

Genetic Algorithms
The evolutionary component of GAUGUIN plays a crucial role in optimizing the
output. Based on the biological evolution seen in nature, a genetic algorithm
essentially simulates an environment in which members of the population live and
die. Their success is based on the Darwinian idea of “survival of the fittest,” where
the successful individuals are statistically more likely to live to reproduce and pass on
their genes to the next generation (Darwin, 1909).
Genetic algorithms are a generic search technique that has applications in a wide
variety of fields. This is partly because they can be used with any problem that meets
two conditions. The first condition is that solutions to the problem must be
representable as simple data structures. That is, all aspects of any given solution must
be broken down and parameterized in a way that is meaningful to the genetic
algorithm. Representing a problem using data types is a requirement for any
programmatical solution in general, so this is not really a limiting factor. The second
requirement is a method for determining an individual’s fitness in the environment.
There must be a way to compare each individual against all the others, and rank
them according to their suitability as a solution to the problem, so the fitness
function must return values that can be compared.
The term genetic algorithm refers to a general technique for solving optimization
problems that uses techniques from evolutionary biology rather than a specific
algorithm. However most GA’s have a fairly similar structure at a high level, and can
be broadly summarized as having five main components.
12

The first step in a typical GA is the initialization of a random population of
individuals. Following this comes the evaluation phase, during which individuals in a
population are passed to the fitness function for scoring. Typically, the fitness
function is a mathematical formula reflecting desirable attributes of a candidate
solution. However, the fitness function can also be based on user input. Without
this capability, this project would fail miserably, as it is impossible to represent the
individual tastes of all different users at design time.
The next step is selection, in which the GA determines which individuals are fit to
pass their genes on to the next generation. This can happen in one of several
different ways. The simplest way is often referred to as “complete selection”. In this
method, all individuals in a population are evaluated, and a certain percentage of the
most fit are chosen as parents of the next generation. However, many populations
can be extremely large, and fitness functions might be computationally expensive.
To overcome this, there are a number of techniques for achieving high fitness
without evaluating an entire population. One method is called “tournament
selection” and is the default selection method in GAUL. Tournament selection
chooses a number of individuals from the population at random, and organizes a
tournament among them, such that the individual with the highest fitness is usually
selected for reproduction (Sastry, Goldberg, & Kendall, 2005). This does not have
to be the case however, and a stochastic method allows a certain probability that the
most fit individual will not be chosen. Both tournament and complete selection
methods are referred to in the literature as “ordinal selections”. Other methods exist
that choose a sampling of different individuals, with higher fitnesses being
increasingly represented. These are called “fitness proportional” selection
mechanisms, but these are rarely used in practice (Runarsson, 2006).
Once a subset of the population has been selected, their genes need to be passed on
to the next generation. There are two mechanisms for allowing this to happen. The
13

first is recombination, and this mimics sexual reproduction in evolutionary biology.
There are a number of different ways of implementing crossover, but they all have
the same general properties. The process combines properties from two or more
parents to createe a new, possibly better, child. The most widely used method is kpoint crossover, typically with k values of one or two (Sastry, Goldberg, & Kendall,
2005). In one-point
point crossover, a crossover point is first selected randomly.
ly. Then the
values (or alleles) on one side of that point are taken from one parent, and alleles on
the other side are taken from the other parent. The process is identical with higher
values of k,, but there are more points at which parents trade off pr
providing
oviding values. A
visual representation of crossover can be seen in Figure 2 below. The labels
underneath the shapes indicate alleles, and the children also indicate from which
parent that allele was inherited.
Figure 2- Visual Representation
epresentation of Crossover Operation

It is important to note that with crossover, at no point are new alleles introduced
into the population. That is, if all individuals in a population have the same value
for some attribute, it is stuck there for the duration of that lifecycle.
While this is a good way of maintaining desirable attributes, it does not allow a broad
range of diversity. For that,, a second operation called mutation is performed.
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Mutation is straightforward, and simply changes the value of an attribute at random.
The rate of mutation, like crossover, is variable, and can happen more than once to a
given chromosome. These two operat
operators
ors are not mutually exclusive.
exclusive This means
that mutation can happen to a chromosome that has already been recombined, and
vice versa.. Additionally, two alleles from the same chromosome can be mutated, and
an allele can be mutated more than once. A visual representation of mutation can be
seen in Figure 3 below. In this example, those offspring marked with a “2” are those
that required more than one mutation to produce.
Figure 3- Visual Representation of Mutation Oper
Operation
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CHAPTER 3

FIRST STEPS

This chapter will discuss some of the results of the first semester of work for this
project. This was essentially conducted in the form of experimentation with both the
genetic algorithm and graphics packages. Much of this consisted of learning about
both the fundamental concepts of evolutionary computation and three-dimensional
computer graphics. Additionally there was a need for familiarization with the
internal workings of both systems, which involved creating a “proof of concept”
application in each. In OpenGL, this test was a three-dimensional rendering of a
still-life using a highly naturalistic style. For GAUL, this involved creating a very
simple application to maximize the value of a positive integer. Though this phase
was highly experimental, many of the insights gleaned from interactions with both
OpenGL and GAUL would prove to have an impact on the design and
implementation of the final system.
17

3.1

Concept Model
The still life is a traditional genre in many mediums, and is often seen during an
artist’s development because of the amount of control over composition and light.
With uncertainty about where the graphic component of GAUGUIN would end up,
a still is a very safe place to start. It also provided an opportunity to test out a
number of aspects of OpenGL by adding some relatively advanced features like
texture mapping, quadrics, multiple light sources, shadows, and a moveable camera.
The first step in this project was to create the surface on which the composition
would rest. I first created a flat surface, which was supposed to represent a table.
However, with a solid color, it was too smooth to be mistaken for a table. I decided
that the easiest way to trick the eye into thinking it was a table would be to make it
appear to be made of wood. This was my first exercise in texture mapping, and it
proved to be fairly straightforward. I first created an array where I would store the
pointers to the texture. I then used the auxDIBImageLoad() function provided in
the GLAUX library to load a bitmap from a file into video memory. Then, using
glGenTextures(),

I generated texture names and stored them in the array. Once

the bitmap was accessible, and the array was formatted, I used glBindTexture() to
store the texture in the array. I used glBindTexture() again to map the texture
onto the plane in the OpenGL loop. By applying a realistic wood texture to the
plane, I was able to create the illusion of a table without three dimensions.
The next stage was adding the three-dimensional elements that would form the
substance of the composition . In many tradional still lifes, these are common
houseold elements like fruits or vases. These can be represented using simple
geometric shapes, like spheres and cylinders. I created these objects using quadrics,
which are an advanced feature of OpenGL. In mathematics, a quadric is any ndimensional hypersurface defined as the locus of zeros of a quadratic polynomial.
In OpenGL, it is possible to create a quadric using library functions. It is first
18

necessary to allocate storage space by creating and initializing an array of
GLUquadricObj

objects.. Then, in the OpenGL loop, the quadric objects are

created and assigned using the GLU functions.. In this demo, I used gluSphere()
and gluCylinder() exclusively. To create the vase, I simply transformed
transforme the
cylinder so that its top diameter was twice the bottom diameter. While the texture
for the vase was easy to create, the fruit proved more difficult. Because of their
spherical nature, a square bitmap mapped onto them created sharp edges that did not
no
look natural. To counteract this, the bitmap image was manipulated so that the four
corners were reasonably similar in value, making a smooth blending at the joints.
This is illustrated in Figure 4 below, which is the actual bitmap file that was applied
to the spheres as textures. Next to it is a rendering of thee table, a vase, and two
apples.
Figure 4- Apple Texture Bitmap

Figure 5- Rendering of Still Life
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Figure 6- Still Life with Shadows

To add depth to the shapes, it is necessary to add a light source. Instead of using a
fixed light source, I decided to make it moveable, and also to experiment with
shadows. Illustrated above is a rendering with the shadow matrix enabled. The small
red dot represents the light source, which has been positioned for dramatic effect.
There are many different types of cameras that can be created in OpenGL. Since I
wanted a high degree of sophistication, I decided to use a pre
pre-existing
existing camera class,
rather than implement one from scratch. One of the best I found was in a tutorial
from morrowland.com (Reierstad, 2004)
2004). The class implements a first-person
camera with strafe. This allows the camera to look in six dimensions and move in
four. Despite its complexity, the whole class is devoted to bookkeeping for all the
variables that go into maintaining this kind of perspective. To actually change the
view in OpenGL, Reierstad simply uses the gluLookAt() function, which I had
already used in more basic exercises.
Lastly, I introduced an element of randomness into the system in anticipation of
plugging in the genetic algorithm later on. The coordinates of each object in the
still-life
life were made variable, and initialized by a random number generator. While
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the values were constrained such that all the objects would remain roughly on the
table, it would be possible to have intersections. For example, an apple could be
sunken halfway into the table, while the vase hovered an inch above. The idea with
the GA would have been to optimize their locations based purely on the laws of
physics, keeping all objects as much on the table as possible.
This mini project helped to refine my ideas about what would be both interesting
and practical to create in the final design. Somewhat surprisingly, I was not
impressed by OpenGL’s ability to create naturalistic objects in three dimensions.
While the still-life was very visually appealing, it seemed very glossy and fake. Real
apples are not perfect spheres, nor are they completely smooth. They are shiny in
some places, and dull in others. I realized that attempting to create a naturalistic
image would in a sense cheapen the effect I was trying to achieve. The viewer would
compare the results of the system to real life, and when they fell short, would dismiss
them as not being real art. Alternatively, a more abstract form of art would be
appreciated on its own terms, and free the viewers mind from preconceived notions.

3.2

Genetic Algorithm Test
The first step in getting an evolutionary system up and running was selecting and
installing a genetic algorithm package. GAUL stands out from the crowd because of
its cross-platform compatibility, ease of use, and extensive documentation on how to
get started using it.
Following a simple process of installation and configuration, it was necessary to test
out the system. GAUL ships with a default application that is an evolutionary system
for recreating from a random string the following quote from Origin of the Species :
“When we reflect on this struggle, we may console ourselves with the full belief, that
21

the war of nature is not incessant, that no fear is felt, that death is generally prompt,
and that the vigorous, the healthy, and the happy survive and multiply” (Darwin,
1909). After reading through and experimenting with this code, the next step was to
create a customized, if simple, application of my own.
After experimenting with the different types of built-in chromosomes, it seemed
that the integer type would prove to be the easiest for representing a graphical
population. Therefore, manipulating this type in the test project would have
beneficial repercussions later on. The simplest way to “optimize” a population of
integers is to assign the system a target value, and compute each entity’s score as the
difference between it and the target. This was in fact exactly what this system did.
While the design of this demonstration was trivial, it did require getting familiar
with the mechanisms GAUL uses to execute effectively. For example, GAUL uses
callbacks to allow the user to define functions to be called during each iteration. Its
setup function requires a number of parameters, which must be matched against the
type of chromosome, as well as the particular problem you are attempting to solve.
Creating this integer maximum function generated a very good idea of how to go
about setting up and running a complete lifecycle for a population using GAUL.
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CHAPTER 4

SYSTEM DESIGN

This chapter will discuss the final design and implementation of GAUGUIN. A
number of factors influenced this process, primarily the background research and
demonstration projects during the first semester. This chapter will touch on the
profound impact these activities had on the design of the final system, as well as the
rationale behind most major design decisions. Broadly speaking, the main idea
behind the creation of GAUGUIN was to create a user-friendly system that would
use genetic algorithms to produce good looking art. The chapter is broken down
into sections describing particular subsystems and components. At the highest level,
GAUGUIN can be described as having two main components that interact with
each other and the user. These are the graphics system that renders the compositions
and processes user input, and the evolutionary system that analyzes the data fed to it
by the graphics system and returns enhanced compositions back to it.
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4.1

Influences
When designing GAUGUIN, the background research on evolutionary art had a
profound effect on a number of important decisions about the direction of
GAUGUIN. Additionally, the previous experiments with both GAUL and OpenGL
helped refine the way both these tools would be used in the final product.
Sims observed two different approaches users typically took when using his
evolutionary art system: one goal-oriented, and one free-form (Sims, 1991). It was
my intention to create a system that helped the user be creative; in my opinion this is
not accomplished if the user comes in with a specific goal already in mind. At this
point, the bulk of the creative “work” is already done; all that is left is refinement.
Rowbottom divides evolutionary art programs into two categories: “mutating” and
“breeding”. Mutating programs derive all children from incremental mutations to
one or more parents, while breeding programs use recombination in addition to
mutation (Rowbottom, 1999). To fully explore the possibilities of evolutionary
computation, I felt I would be benefited more on a personal level by utilizing a
broader spectrum of evolutionary techniques than a simplistic mutational system.
From designing the still life, I had a very good idea of what my limits were as a
graphics programmer. I knew that I could create a reasonable facsimile of real life
objects, and I also knew that this was not something I wanted to do in my system. A
number of factors led me to choose a more abstract style. First and foremost, this
style is better suited to computer graphics, which deal very well with geometric
shapes. Additionally, with an (admittedly limited) formal background in art, it was
more difficult for me to come to terms with some of the creations previous
researchers had come up with. While the works involving symbolic expressions were
fascinating, I felt more comfortable sticking to a well-established school of art. Todd
and Latham feel that their work is a direct descendent of the Pop Art movement, and
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they call their style evolutionism. (Todd & Latham, The Mutation and Growth of
Art by Computers, 1999) However this is not really a term accepted by art historians
as yet.

4.2

Control Flow
GAUGUIN consists of two main components: a graphical subsystem and an
evolutionary subsystem. OpenGL programs are structured with as a single function
that is called every time the screen is refreshed. It is therefore necessary that the GA
be associated in a manner similar to a function. OpenGL must be able to ask the GA
to do evolution on a single generation, and return control to OpenGL afterwards.
While this sounds obvious, GAUL performs an entire lifecycle on a population by
default, and required significant modification to evolve each generation individually.
Figure 7 below, illustrates this process. The program starts with the OpenGL loop
rendering the first individual in the population. The user assigns it a score, and
advances to the next display. When all the individuals in this first generation have
been scored, the user can signal the end of the generation, and control is passed back
to the GA. Once called, the GA analyzes the scores of each entity in the current
generation, and evolves that population. It then returns a new generation to the
OpenGL loop, which displays the new population. This process is repeated until the
user decides to quit.
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Figure 7- GAUGUIN Control Flow

4.3

Graphics Subsystem

4.3.1 GAUGUIN

Once I had decided on a style that GA
GAUGUIN
GUIN was to emulate, a number of design
decisions had to be made about the graphics implementation. For example, would
the output be two- or three-dimensional?
dimensional? How much control would the user have
over the solution? One goal of the pproject
roject was to keep the interface simple, but I still
wanted the user to achieve satisfactory results.
4.3.2 COMPOSITION

In
n an effort to more closely duplicate the Suprematist style, and to better
parameterize the composition, GAUGUIN defines a “solution” as a dozen shapes,
consisting of quadrilaterals, triangles an
and circles. While these are two-dimensional
shapes in geometry, GAUGUIN represents them in three dimensions, by simply
flattening them out in space. This is a compromise that allows works to appear two
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dimensional from an arbitrary angle, while still allowing them to be viewed from all
sides like a sculpture.
By dividing a solution into a fixed number of discrete shapes, it became necessary
for that shape to contain all the individual information that OpenGL would need to
render it. In GAUGUIN terminology, this is called a “primitive.” Many primitives
make up a solution. Beyond the basic shape, each primitive has its own unique
coordinates and color attributes. A quadrilateral in three dimensions requires a
dozen coordinates, and OpenGL uses four color channels.
Since the allele for shape type is between 1 and 10, a simple modulus operation
determines which of the three shapes that primitive has. Additionally, there is an
option for the primitive to repeat itself along an axis. Repetition of form is a crucial
element of many successful compositions, so it is included to add visual interest.
However, repeating every shape would be monotonous, and create a cluttered canvas.
Therefore, a probability of repetition is applied to each shape. Each shape has a 20%
chance of being repeated once, and then a 5% chance of being repeated a second
time.
The implementation of the primitives is actually quite simple. The GA contains
entries for all the variables required by the shape (called the “GA string”). It is
therefore simply a matter of taking the values provided by the GA and rendering
them as shapes. Quadrilaterals and triangles are implemented using calls to
GL_QUADS

and GL_TRIANGLES, supplying the coordinates using glVertex3i(). The

circle however, is slightly more complicated. OpenGL does not supply any built-in
method for drawing circles. It is possible to create a circle using trigonomety and a
large number of lines radiating out from a point, but this is difficult to do well in
three dimensions. To overcome this difficulty, I create a gluDisk() object with a
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thickness of 0. This becomes, in essence, a flat circle, which can then be treated like
any other shape.
Figure 8- GAUGUIN Primitives

Figure 9- Primitives in a solution

4 . 3 . 3 C O L O R PA L E T T E

Color
olor is an essential part of any composition. While a variety of hues (colors)
s) add
interest to a composition, arbitrary hues are more likely to clash than complement
one another. However, giving the user flexibility with regards to color would allow
them to create a more pleasing composition than simply fixing the palette in
advance. To this end, the user is first prompted to choose hues that will form their
palette. All compositions created by GAUGUIN will draw from this palette, but
which color in the palette it choose
chooses is random. These color values are permuted by
the GA, but only within
in a limited range, ensuring a consistent look. The color values
in the GA string are only allowed to change the color channel values by a maximum
of 30%. This prevents the GA from rruining an otherwise good composition by
randomly generating horribly mismatched colors
colors. However, the user can still achieve
this effect if they so choose by putting those colors in the palette.
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While a visual color chooser would be nice, its implementation would be too timeconsuming to justify given its low relevance to the main idea of this project. Instead,
colors are read in from a text file, which simply contains a number of colors. Each
color is specified in four floating point values representing red, green, blue, and alpha
(also called transparency). This four value system is the way OpenGL represents
colors, like most computer systems.
To read in a text file, GAUGUIN uses the C function fopen() to create a stream
of a file named “palette.txt” and fscanf() to parse the file. The first value in the
file is an integer between zero and five, specifying how many colors are to follow.
Then a series of quartets follow. The function reads these values into an array of
floating points, which it is able to return by making the array static so that it still
exists when the function returns. While this is not an elegant means of returning an
array, because the function should return the same value every time, it is acceptable.
4.3.4 PERSPECTIVE

Once a solution is presented to the viewer, he has the ability to manipulate the
perspective to find the angle of optimal viewing. This allows him to utilize the
advantages of 3D animation while still retaining a static image. From a user’s
perspective, he simply clicks and drag the mouse cursor around in the window to
rotate around the composition.
Mouse clicks and motion are captured using the GLUT functions
glutMouseFunc()

and glutMotionFunc(), respectively. These alter two variables

for x- and y-axis rotation, which are then applied to the OpenGL scene using
glRotatef().
GL_MODELVIEW

This function performs a transformation by multiplying the
matrix with a rotation matrix, which is calculated by specifying an

angle of rotation and a vector. The variables storing this information are written into
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the chromosome as they are updated, so that the entity is always in sync with what is
being displayed.
4 . 3 . 5 U S E R I N T E R FA C E D E S I G N

The user interface for GAUGUIN is very simple. In the upper left corner is a sort
of “status” section that reminds users where they are in the evolutionary cycle.
Three variables display which composition in the current generation the user is
currently viewing, as well as its score, and which generation the composition is from.
These are implemented using the GLUT function glutBitmapCharacter(). This
is wrapped with a small function that parses all the data necessary to update the
status bar.
The implementation of this remained incorrect during much of the development of
GAUGUIN, in that the text did not remain in place, but rather rotated along with
the rest of the composition. The key to solving this was to reset the matrix by first
saving the current matrix used by the rest of the OpenGL loop, loading the identity
matrix, and then reloading the normal matrix after the characters had been written.

4.4

Evolutionary Subsystem

4.4.1 DESIGN

As stated previously, a typical evolutionary system requires two major components.
These are a representation of the solution domain, and a function for evaluating each
solution’s relative quality. In common parlance, these are called a “chromosome”
and a “fitness function”, respectively. In software, the GA package typically offers a
number of options with regard to both aspects, and this is the case with GAUL.
GAUL features several different built-in chromosome types, such as Bit strings,
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Integers, Characters, and Booleans. It also offers the ability to create custom
chromosomes, but this is poorly documented and requires significant overhead.
4.4.2 GA STRING

The first step in representing solutions was deciding whether or not to make a
custom chromosome. As previously stated, GAUL does not offer adequate
documentation on this feature. It does have one example file that uses custom
chromosomes, but it is poorly commented. While it would have been possible to
implement this feature, the amount of time it would take would most likely not be
worth the relatively minor increase in GA performance that a custom chromosome
would provide.
Instead, GAUGUIN uses the simple Integer chromosome as the easiest way to
represent the several different types of variables expressed in each solution. The
integers range from one to ten, excluding zero to avoid divide-by-zero error checking.
GAUGUIN’s chromosome map is illustrated below.
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Figure 10- GAUGUIN GA String
Index

Variable Name

Scaled
Values

Actual Range of
Values

Description

0

Type

1:3

1 : 10

Circle, Quadrilateral, or Triangle

1

Palette #

1: Variable

1 : 10

A specific color in the palette.
Palette size varies from user to user.

2

∆Red

.00 : .03

1 : 10

3

∆Green

.00 - .03

1 : 10

4

∆Blue

.00 - .03

1 : 10

5

∆Alpha

.00 - .03

1 : 10

6

X1

1 : 10

1 : 10

7

Y1

1 : 10

1 : 10

8

Z1

1 : 10

1 : 10

X2
(or Diameter)

1 : 10
(or 1 : 5)

1 : 10

10

Y2

1 : 10

1 : 10

11

Z2

1 : 10

1 : 10

12

X3

1 : 10

1 : 10

13

Y3

1 : 10

1 : 10

Other vertexes in X,Y,Z space.

14

Z3

1 : 10

1 : 10

Not used if primitive is a circle.

15

X4

1 : 10

1 : 10

16

Y4

1 : 10

1 : 10

17

Z4

1 : 10

1 : 10

9
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Color offsets. See section 4.3.3
on page 28 for more details.

Primary vertex.

Interpreted as diameter if the
primitive is a circle, else this is just
part of another vertex.

This GA string is intimately tied to the graphic representation in OpenGL, because
every variable that makes up a solution must be parameterized for the GA. For
example, instead of hard-coding vertices for a shape, they must be variables accessed
from the chromosome. These sixteen variables fully describe one shape, or
“primitive” in the solution that GAUGUIN produces. There are multiple shapes in
a composition, so one chromosome exists for each primitive.
4 . 4 . 3 VA LU E C O N V E R S I O N

One issue arises from the use of a fixed type and range of value in the chromosome.
Some variables only use a range that is a subset of the possible values. In order to
prevent aberrant behavior, these values are transposed into the appropriate range in
the OpenGL loop. For example, the TYPE variable should be one of three things,
or a value from 0 to 2. To accomplish this, the following line occurs at the
beginning of the OpenGL loop: shape_type = prim[0] % 3; This is a
simple and effective conversion that does not compromise the integrity of the GA
during optimization. Two other conversions are performed in a similar manner.
The following statements limit the change in color to 33%.
delta_red =

prim[2] / 30.0;

delta_green = prim[3] / 30.0;
delta_blue =

prim[4] / 30.0;

delta_alpha = prim[5] / 30.0;

The variable for determing which palette to use is converted in a similar manner,
but in a somewhat different context. Because the number of colors in the palette is
variable, the conversion is slightly more complicated. In the following code,
palette[0]

is the number of colors in the palette. This is used as the right operand
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of the modulus operation. The multiplication determines the offset, because each
color is defined by four values.
palette_offset = ((prim[1] % (int)palette[0]) * 4);

For example, let us say there are three colors in the palette, and the GA assigns
prim[1]

a value of 7. 7 % 3 is 1, so the offset would be 4. Thus, the shape would

have the second color set in the palette file.
4 . 4 . 4 G E N E R AT I O N A L O P T I M I Z AT I O N

GAUL’s initial setup is such that it runs an entire lifecycle all the way through.
This presents a problem when the user needs to be able to control the execution of
the GA. While I found it surprising that GAUL did not offer a means of running
one generation at a time, I could find no evidence to the contrary in either the
documentation or the source code. This meant that I had to modify the internal
mechanisms myself. To do so, I first located where the GA-based optimization was
performed. This is the main genetic algorithm routine in the entire package, with
the following signature:
ga_evolution(population *pop,

int max_generations);

Luckily, this function operates at a high level, basically iterating over each
generation, and calling a sequence of optimization functions on each. I was able to
extract the basic steps, as follows, and put them into my own function.
Figure 11- GA_Generation Function
int ga_generation(population *pop, int generation)
{
generation++;
pop->generation = generation;
pop->orig_size = pop->size;
gaul_crossover(pop); // Crossover step.
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gaul_mutation(pop);

// Mutation step.

gaul_adapt_and_evaluate(pop); // Environmental adaptation
gaul_survival(pop); //Survival of the fittest.
return generation;
}

This function performs all the record-keeping and optimization that GAUL
normally does, but for a single generation. The first step is to increment the
generation, so that the user is able to tell how many generations of compositions he
has seen.
The next step is the crossover step. This is where two individuals swap one or more
attributes, creating a new child entity that is a combination of the two parents.
Whether or not a crossover occurs between entities is subject to chance, and the rate
at which this occurs is controlled by a variable in the GA setup. For GAUGUIN,
this is set around 60% probability. This operation has been discussed, and the
diagram can be seen on page 14.
The next step is mutation. This is where one attribute of one entity is replaced by a
random value, mimicking the kind of genetic mutation in biological evolution
caused by replication error or radiation. This serves to add completely new genes to
the population. Like crossover, the rate of occurrence is specified in the GA’s setup,
and is usually set around 20%.
While these two rates are somewhat arbitrary, it is generally desirable to have some
amount of both. In later generations, crossover takes attributes from entities that
have already proven themselves to be desirable by their very presence in the
population. Thus, it is less likely that undesirable qualities will be introduced into a
population. While mutation runs this risk, it is necessary that a certain amount of
random variation occurs so that a population will not become homogenous.
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Without mutation, it is more likely that evolution will reach a sub-optimal solution
more quickly (Sastry, Goldberg, & Kendall, 2005).
4.4.5 FITNESS FUNCTION

Once the solution domain has been parameterized, the next important step in
constructing an evolutionary system is creating a “fitness function” that evaluates
each entity relative to all the others. In most evolutionary systems, this is a static
function. However, in GAUGUIN, the user acts as the fitness function. While this
sounds like it would save some work, allowing manual scoring proved to be very
complicated, as GAUL was not set up to allow this by default.
GAUL is set up using callback functions, where things like the fitness function are
passed to the setup function as parameters. This is then called by the GA when it
needs to get a score for an entity. However, because OpenGL’s main loop actually
allows the user to change the score, all fitness changes must be invoked by OpenGL,
rather than the GA.
To solve this, I set up a “dummy” fitness function that has no effect on the score. I
then set up the user scoring with direct access to the score variable inside the entity.
By removing a layer of abstraction, I was able to get the GA to work under the
assumption that the scores were already correct, and ignore the fitness function
altogether.
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CHAPTER 5

R E S U LT S

This chapter discusses the results of the GAUGUIN project as they currently stand.
Though more work needs to be done in order to fully realize the system’s potential,
the essential goals for the project have been met. GAUGUIN has an extremely
simple user interface, and is able to produce very attractive images. This chapter first
deals with the system’s output on a visual level, analyzing a few representative images
in detail, and discussing what makes them visually appealing. It then touches on a
number of compromises that were made in order achieve a high degree of visual
appeal without overly complicating the user interface. One interesting aspect of the
system involves how and when a user completes his interaction with it. This has a
number of interesting side effects that are discussed in this chapter. Finally, a
sampling of user feedback is presented from Colby students that have used
GAUGIN.
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5.1

Stylistic Success
GAUGUIN is motivated in part by the style of the Russian avant-garde,
particularly the Suprematist movement with its abstract shapes, and emphasis on
composition and color. While the images created by GAUGUIN bear only a passing
resemblance to the works which motivate them, they do a good job of adapting that
style into three dimensions.
One of the main tenets of Suprematism stemmed from the rise of photography and
resulting decreased interest of representing the natural world in other mediums.
Along with this came the acknowledgement of painting as a contrived representation.
This is illustrated best in works like Magritte’s “The Treachery of Images”, which
contains an extremely realistic rendering of a pipe, with the label “This is not a pipe”.
The style of the compositions created by GAUGUIN is an extension of this style,
and makes no attempt reconcile to them with the natural world. Adding a third
dimension to what are essentially flat shapes takes this a step further than even the
works by Malevich. While one can imagine a square in real life like his “White on
White”, in GAUGUIN you have the ability to rotate that square in three
dimensions, and see it hover above other shapes, all while it still remains flat. This
control adds a completely new dynamic to the work, which to this author’s
knowledge is unique.
One of the most successful elements of GAUGUIN compositions is the repetition
of shapes. In Figure 13- Composition #1, we see an opaque orange circle
circumscribed inside a semi-transparent green one. The interplay between these two
shapes adds an element of visual tension. Below and to the right is a small ruddy red
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circle in a much larger, darker green oval
oval,, with a light red medium circle coming out
of its bottom.. This entire gro
group is counterbalanced by a purple ovoid shape in the
bottom right corner, which is only partly visible in the scene.
Because the quadrilaterals in GAUGIUN primitives have independent vertices, they
tend to be bent in three dimensions. That is, all four vertices do not necessarily share
a common plane. The result is that these primitives frequently appear more like
triangles folded in space. This can be seen in Figure 12- Composition #2,
#2 with the
purple quadrilateral on the left. While we can clearly four points iin
n the shape, they
do not form a rectangle. Instead, when viewed in two dimensions, they appear to
form two triangles that meet along a common base.
Figure 13- Composition #1

Figure 12- Composition #2

A sort of side effect of the visual lack of quadrilaterals is that
at there is a large
concentration of points. This adds a high degree of dyna
dynamism
mism to the image, with
shapes coming to a point juxtaposed against the line of another shape. This creates
an interesting interplay with circles as well, with the point of a triangle frequently
terminating inside a circle.
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The effect of transparency adds a great deal to the compositions. Early during the
development of GAUGUIN, the alpha channel of primitives was not variable, and
was fixed at 100% opacity. This had the effect of making compositions seem very
claustrophobic, especially when viewed close up.
Perspective in GUAGUIN is implemented very simply, using a rotation matrix.
This has the useful side effect of changing the apparent distance from which the
composition is viewed when it is rotated. This allows any composition to be viewed
from close up, far away, or anywhere in between, without any complex camera
controls.

5.2

Design Tradeoffs
While GAUGUIN offers a unique way of creating visually stimulating images, it
trades ease of use for flexibility in many respects. The types of images that can be
created are limited to a specific style. With only three primitives, and a moderate
amount of parameter fluctuation, many images look very similar stylistically. Users
are limited to a single palette from which all compositions draw, instead of giving
each image its own palette.
However, these design decisions make it significantly easier for a user to create an
image that is appealing to them. If the color assigned to each primitive was left
completely to the GA, the odds of their being compatible would be quite small. In
this scenario the user would have to iterate over many more compositions before
finding one of the same fitness as when the colors were fixed ahead of time.
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5.3

Termination
One particularly interesting and unexpected observation involves the way people
handle the end of their experience with the system. GAUGUIN does not have any
fixed termination criteria, which means that a user is free to evolve images for an
arbitrary length of time. This dynamic runs counter to the way people typically
interact with a computer program, and leaves many people thinking
“now what?” However, this mode is more reflective of how one interacts with a
work of art; you do not have a goal when you look at a painting- the experience itself
is sufficient.
While the images can be very diverse in the first several generations, under
consistent scoring conditions they eventually become very similar, especially with
smaller populations. At this point, the images begin to converge, as seen in Figure
14 below.
Figure 14- Population Approaching Convergence

The appearance of convergence is both a positive and a negative. While it means
that the system no longer presents a diversity of solutions, it does allow a finer grain
of discrimination among compositions. Additionally, it serves to provide a sense of
closure for the user. GAUGUIN does not have any built-in termination criteria; it is
up to the user to decide when he is satisfied. While this behavior makes the system
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more flexible, it can be frustrating for people expecting a more conclusive finale.
Convergence is a natural ending point, as it becomes increasingly difficult to achieve
significantly different results thereafter.

5.4

User Feedback
GAUGUIN has been successful in presenting the user with a simple and intuitive
interface for generating visually stimulating compositions. While the controls are
simple, the computational horsepower provided by the GA subsystem allows for a
sophisticated method of optimization.
While GAUGUIN has been tested only by other Colby students, many of them
have no background in either art or computer science. After a brief outline of what
the application does and what the controls are for using it, most were able to take full
advantage of its potential and create images without further guidance. Colby senior
Tom Gildersleeve said “what I really liked was that it was really easy to understand. I
don’t come from much of a computer background but I was able to understand what
you were trying to accomplish.”
Additionally, most users reported that their experience was pleasant, and that they
would enjoy creating more compositions in the future.

Tom Gildersleeve noted

that “I also liked how it was very interesting and unique because it brought together
two things in a nice way that I hadn’t really thought of.”
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CHAPTER 6

FUTURE WORK

Like any project, there are a number of aspects of GAUGUIN that could be
enhanced. Some would require additions to the existing code base, while others
would be a refactoring of existing code. These generally fall into two categories. One
category is improvements to the evolutionary mechanism. These allow more
“accurate” optimization, and increase the fitness of evolved compositions. A second
category of enhancements deals with the variety of images GAUGUIN is able to
produce. There are a variety of ways this could be accomplished, although most
would make the system more difficult to use.

6.1

Evolutionary Improvements
For example, one enhancement would be to create a custom gene structure such
that each value had a range that was appropriate to its function. For example, the
shape field has a range from one to ten, and is later transposed to be between one and
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three. A small change to this field is much more significant than an equivalent
change to one of the vertex fields. If the GA was able to take this into account, it
would be able to more carefully apply mutation and crossover.
Another evolutionary enhancement would be to add additional metrics to judge an
entity’s fitness. For example, if a user had a high degree of interaction with a
composition, such as spending a long time changing the perspective, it is likely that
he identified positively with some aspect of it. There might be a significant flaw in
another aspect however, that causes them to give it a lower score. If the GA gave it a
higher fitness than the user’s input would suggest, there is a chance it might retain
the desirable attribute. While the converse might be true, repeated negative scoring
would likely weed the negative trait out of the population quickly.
From a somewhat different point of view, one attitude toward “optimizing” the
evolution would be to reduce the burden on the user of repeatedly scoring many
images by automating the process. In one implementation, a user would initially
score a number of images during a “training period.” The system would attempt to
“learn” his preferences during this phase by identifying commonalities among high
ranking entities. After this point the system would perform the scoring automatically
and only display entities that meet a minimum (high) degree of fitness. This has been
attempted using neural networks; however the results have been very poor to date
(Baluja, Pomerleau, & Jochem, 1994).

6.2

Varying Output
A second category of enhancements deals with the variety of images GAUGUIN is
able to produce. There are a variety of ways this could be accomplished, although
most would make the system more difficult to use. One simple technique would be
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to add a wider spectrum of values, as well as additional primitive types. As previously
noted in section 5.1, the independent vertices of the quadrilaterals makes most of
them look like triangles when viewed on a two-dimensional plane. In some ways this
is unfortunate, because many Suprematist works make heavy use of the rectangle and
the thick line to add visual tension to their compositions. Adding primitives to
replicate these shapes would make the works produced by GAUGUIN more similar
to their avant-garde counterparts.
As a counterpoint to the previous enhancement, greater control over the camera
would bring GAUGUIN more in line with modern computer art. The perspective
in GAUGUIN is fairly simplistic, as it only permits rotation about an axis. A more
flexible camera would allow pan, tilt, and zoom, giving six degrees of freedom. With
more control over the viewable area of the composition, users would be able to select
out parts they find especially appealing and fill the screen with them. The
perspective could also be included in the GA string, so that compositions would
“remember” the way they were viewed previously.
Perhaps the greatest degree of flexibility would be achieved if GAUGUIN
supported eugenics. This feature would allow users to manually edit the composition
throughout the course of evolution. Eugenics are supported in previous works like
GenTree (Mazza & Congdon, 2003). While this addition would make the system
more complicated to use, it could be quite intuitive if implemented correctly. One
possible danger with this feature is that users could spend a long time manually
editing a composition, only to have it erased by the GA after one generation.
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Appendix A – Runtime Environment
When you first launch GAUGUIN, you will see a white background with a
number of colored shapes on the screen. This is one of the initial random
compositions that the system has created. To look at it from a different angle, click
and drag the mouse in the direction you wish to rotate it. When you have had a
good look, decide how you respond to it. Give it a score by scrolling the mouse
wheel up or down. The actual number is not important; it will only be used relative
to other scores. You can see what score you are giving it by looking at the number in
the upper left of the screen. When you are satisfied with your score hit <spacebar> to
look at the next composition. Note that two of the numbers in the upper left have
changed. The score has reset to 0, and the solution counter has changed to indicate
that you are looking at the second composition. Compare this composition to the
previous one, and decide whether this is better or worse, and by how much. Give
this composition an appropriate score as well. Repeat this process until you see that
you have reached the first solution again. If you like, cycle through again quickly to
review your scores and ensure that they accurately reflect your opinion. If you are
satisfied with them, press <return>. You will immediately see a new composition
that you have not seen before. You will also notice that the score and composition
number have been reset to 0, while the generation counter has been incremented.
Congratulations, you have just created an evolved work of art! This generation
should be marginally better than the last one, based on the preferences you expressed
with your scores in the first generation. By repeating this process over a number of
generations, you should find that the system provides you with increasingly attractive
compositions.
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Appendix B – Plates from GAUGUIN
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